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71. What type of mind does Tagore want.
1. Brave 2. proud 3. foolish 4. Trival

72. What does the author mean by the expression the head is held
high?

1. To get education free 2. Easy accesss to knowledge
3. Self - confident 4. crcate

73. In the peom, where the mind is without fear, The word ‘Mind’
stands for the following figures of speech.

1. Metaphor 2. Metonymy 3. Pun 4. Irony
74. The phrase ‘Narrow domestic walls’ refer to.

1. Narrow ideas, thoughts & feelings
2. Narrow regional & religious aspects
3. Narrow thinking 4. all

75. The figure of speech “drunk with the wine of her youth” is .
1. Metaphor 2. Personification 3. Synecdoche 4. Apopstrophe

76. The meaning of growled is.
1. A short angry sound 2. a long deep angry sound
3. a long lament 4. all

77. Why are his eyes described as forgiving in UPAGUPTA?
1. Be cause he for gave the dancing girl
2. Because she touched his chest
3. Because there were no signs of anger in him 4. none

78. Upagupta and where the mind is without fear are kind of.
1. Ballads 2. odes 3. sonets     4. prose-poetries

79. Palanquin Bearers and Bangle sellers are example of.
1. The ode 2. The sonnet
3. The Ballad 4. The dramatic monologue

80. Sarojini Naidu’s poetry can be read mainly for her.
1. ‘Indianness’ indealing with landscape, nature and themes
2. as aRomantic who deals with love, life and death
3. as a poet of nationlalist verse 4. all

81. According S.Naidu, The Bangle sellers sell not just ornaments
but also .

1. values 2. beliefs 3. faith 4. all
82. The bangle is a symbol of the woman’s.

1. role 2. social status 3. prideness 4. both 1 & 2
83. What does sarojini Naidu use as her subject in Bangle sellers?

1. Bangles 2. women’s roles
3. the small travelling traders 4. None

84. What makes palanquin Bearers burden negligible?
1. The bride 2. The joy 3. The palanquin 4. The song

85. The ecstasy is captured in images like.
1. the flower 2. the bird 3. the laugh 4. all

86. The poem “ palanquin Bearers” claverly uses nature imagery
that captures the temporariness of all.

1. Joy       2. lightness     3. human emotion 4. both 1 & 3
87. Who said, “The sun of Rome is set”.?

1. Mark Antony2. Lepidus 3. Brutus 4. Octavius
88. In Julius caesar, The following are the senators except .

1. Cinna 2. Popilius 3. Cicero 4. Publius
89. Whose life is a tragedy of errors?

1. Caesar 2. Brutus 3. Cassius   4. Mark Antony
90. “I am constant as thou northern star”. Here ‘I’ refers to .

1. Antony 2. Octivius 3. Ceasar  4. Bruntus
91. The figures of speech in “For Brutus is an honourable man” is

. 1. Irony  2. Pun         3. Litotes          4. Trasferred Epithet
92. That night, which of the following omens are seen except?

1. Lightening 2. Idles of march
3. Dead men walking           4. Lions strolling int market place

93. What does Antony call Brutus?
1. An honourable Roamn 2. The Northern star
3. The Noblest Roman 4. The Brave

94. What appears at Brutus’s bedside in camp?
1. A tiger 2. A blody dagger 3. Caesar’s ghost 4. Banquo’s ghost

95. “I am afraid it will not go with my dress”. Here it refers to.
1. The Red Rose 2. The Jewellery
3. The student 4. all

96. “but it is so terrulde that I dare not tell it to you”. Here ‘I’ refers
to.

1. The Oak -Tree 2. The first Rose Tree
3. The second Rose Tree 4. The third Rose Tree

97. The Nightingale and the Rose is a story of.
1. love, sacrifice & selfessness 2. love, sacrifice & selfisheness
3. love, sacrifice & self - respect
4. love, self confident & selfishness

98. Which of the following was a masterpiece of Oscar wilde?
1. Lady windermere’s Fan 2. A woman of No importance
3. the Importance of Being Earnest
4. The picture of Dorian Gray.
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99. “The Face on the wall” is actually a story that is invented by.
1. Dabney 2. a little man 3. Rudson wayte  4. Spanton

100. the pronunciation in ‘contours’ the letter ‘S’ is
1. |s| 2. |rs| 3. |z| 4. |iz|

101. What kind of narration is used in The Face on the wall?
1. The first person 2. The second person
3. The third person 4. none

102. The stranger finally saw the man.
1. In a car 2. in a ship 3. in a Taxi 4. in a car

103. Why is love an illusion?
1. it is not real 2. il is a fiction
3. it hardly fulfils the demands of real 4. None

104. What kind of colours of Roses are mentioned except in the
Nightinale and the Rose?

1. Red Rose  2. Yellow Rose 3. Crimosn  Rose 4. White Rose
105. The opposite of the word limpid is

1. lustrous 2. clear 3. desire 4. opaque
106. What do the songs of koels symbolise?

1. affection 2. intimacy 3. lose 4. growl
107-113.  Choose the parts of speech for the following.

107. Both of them are dead.
1. Noun 2. pronoun 3. Adjective 4. Adverb

108. Down with the tyrant!.
1. Noun 2. Pronoun 3. Verb 4. Interjection

109. I have had enough of this.
1. Noun 2. Adjective 3. Adverb 4. none

110. He is willing , yet unable.
1. Adverb 2. Adjective 3. Conjuction 4. Interjection

111. What! you don’t mean to say so?
1. Adjective 2. Interjection 3. Pronoun 4. Adverb

112. Don’t be in such a hurry.
1. Noun 2. Interjection 3. Prepostion 4. Adjective

113. I am so sorry.
1. Noun 2. Adverb 3. Prepostion 4. none
114 - 120 Choose the suitable perpostions for the following.

114. Contentment is essential ................happiness.
1. For 2. with 3. along 4. to

115. Cats are tenacious ................life.
1. in 2. on 3. of 4. with

116. The godown is infested ..................rats.
1. by 2. at 3. for 4. with

117. The battle resulted ..................a victory for the Allies.
1. in 2. to 3. with 4. for

118. He lives .....................45 church street.
1. at 2. in 3. for 4. by

119. Put this picture.................the wall.
1. for 2. on 3. with 4. of

120. I shall do my duty .....................him.
1. through 2. for 3. by 4. on
121 -126  Choose the suitable articles.

121. ..................Mr. Roy whom you met last night is my uncle.
1. a 2. an 3. the 4. no article

122. The darkest cloud has ....................silver living .
1. a 2. an 3. the 4. no article

123. We saw .......................unicron.
1. a 2. an 3. the 4. no article

124. He is .....................honest man.
1. a 2. an 3. the 4. no article

125. We are studying ....................English.
1. a 2. an 3. the 4. no article

126. He dug ....................hole.
1. a 2. an 3. the 4. no article

127. Who compiled the general service list of English words?
1. Rich man 2. Michael west  3. Thorndike 4. Ogden

128. In which states was communicative  language teaching move-
ment initiated?

1. Kerala & Tamilnadu 2. Karanataka & Tamilnadu
3. West Bengal & Tamilnadu 4. all

129. English has become a lingua France in India. Linuga Franca
‘Means’.

1. it is a library language in India
2. It is an associate language in India
3. it is a lanugage of secondary & higher education in India
4. it is a comman language and used in manyregious in India

130. Who opined that “Englihs Education should be provided to
both rural and urban students and it must be heed - based”?

1. Michael west 2. Micaulay’s Minute
3. Wood’s Dispatch 4. Rahda Krishan Commission

131. “Exposing learners to language through reading” would be
better than exposing them to spoken English models is an impor-
tant tenent of.

1. The situationd method 2. The west’s method
3. the communicative method  4. all

132. The chief aim of teaching English should be.
1. To develop language skills
2. To develop communicative skills
3. To develop thinking and appreciation skills  4. none

133. The main objectives of teaching English at the secondary
level are.

1. To develop interset in extensive reading
2. To make the students speak simple & corrct English
3. to enable the students to read & understand the contemt
4. all

134. The inflow of scientific development be comes a part of .
1. Language is dynamic 2. Language is displacement
3. Language is interchangeability 4. Language is special

135. Every human language has to be barnt and preserved as it is
not genetically inherited according to..............

1. Language has displacement
2. Language is culturally - transmitted
3. Language is Redundancy 4. none

136. Who advocated, “Language learning is essentially a habit form-
ing process, a process during which we acquire new habits”?

1. Ogden 2. Noam Chomsky 3. Palmer 4. Sapir
137. Language is primarlly

1. a skill 2. culture transimssion
3. written communication 4. speech

138. Language is creative because it is.
1. open -ended 2. dynamic  3. arbitrary     4. readundancy

139. It is a systematic means of communicating ideas.
1. signs 2. sounds 3. gestures 4. language

140. How many functions are of language?
1. 4 2. 3 3. 2 4. none
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ALL THE BEST



Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans
1 4 51 4 101 1 151 3
2 3 52 1 102 2 152 4
3 3 53 2 103 3 153 1
4 2 54 3 104 3 154 3
5 2 55 1 105 4 155 2
6 1 56 3 106 3 156 4
7 3 57 1 107 2 157 4
8 3 58 4 108 3 158 2
9 1 59 2 109 1 159 1

10 2 60 2 110 3 160 4
11 2 61 1 111 2 161 3
12 4 62 1 112 4 162 3
13 2 63 2 113 2 163 2
14 4 64 2 114 4 164 4
15 2 65 3 115 3 165 2
16 3 66 1 116 4 166 4
17 4 67 3 117 1 167 3
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17 4 67 3 117 1 167 3
18 4 68 2 118 1 168 1
19 1 69 3 119 2 169 4
20 2 70 1 120 3 170 2
21 3 71 1 121 3 171 2
22 1 72 3 122 1 172 1
23 4 73 2 123 1 173 3
24 2 74 4 124 2 174 2
25 3 75 1 125 4 175 4
26 1 76 2 126 1 176 2
27 1 77 3 127 2 177 3
28 3 78 4 128 3 178 3
29 1 79 3 129 4 179 1
30 3 80 4 130 3 180 2
31 4 81 4 131 2 181 4
32 1 82 4 132 1 182 4
33 3 83 3 133 4 183 2
34 4 84 2 134 1 184 1
35 3 85 4 135 2 185 3
36 3 86 4 136 3 186 1
37 2 87 3 137 4 187 2
38 2 88 1 138 1 188 1
39 1 89 2 139 4 189 4
40 1 90 3 140 2 190 140 1 90 3 140 2 190 1
41 1 91 1 141 1 191 4
42 3 92 2 142 2 192 3
43 2 93 3 143 4 193 4
44 3 94 3 144 3 194 4
45 1 95 1 145 3 195 1
46 4 96 4 146 3 196 2
47 3 97 1 147 2 197 2
48 3 98 3 148 3 198 1
49 2 99 2 149 4 199 1
50 4 100 3 150 2 200 2


